
Elevate your plant's reliability and trim downtime with Lubriplate's No-Charge Oil
Analysis Program, available for all Lubriplate products. Gain crucial insights into
lubricant health, contamination levels, and machinery wear. Take advantage of
this invaluable tool to proactively address potential issues, preventing costly
breakdowns and enhancing overall operational efficiency. 

Extend oil drains: Optimize oil change intervals for enhanced longevity.
Reduce annual oil usage: Efficient management to minimize oil consumption.
Improve predictive maintenance capabilities: Anticipate and address issues
before they escalate.
Sample bottles, forms & analysis service provided at no charge on all
LUBRIPLATE/Fiske oils and fluids: Hassle-free access to comprehensive
analysis.
ISO cleanliness testing: Includes ISO cleanliness testing for hydraulic systems
and other potentially approved applications, ensuring the highest standards of
oil purity.
Third-party independent laboratory: Reliable and unbiased results.
Results provided within 48 hours of lab receiving samples: Swift access to
actionable insights.

The ultimate goal? To generate significant cost savings for your plant. Embrace
reliability, reduce downtime, and boost your bottom line with Lubriplate's Oil
Analysis Program – your key to on-going, reliable, and sustainable maintenance.

LUBRIPLATE'S OIL ANALYSIS PROGRAM



Experience prompt and accurate results – typically delivered
within 48 hours of the laboratory receiving samples. Alternatively,
access results conveniently at www.eoilreports.com using your
personalized User ID & Password for immediate insights into your
lubrication performance.

Let our Lubriplate representative handle the logistics – they will
expertly establish your account with POLARIS Laboratories, ensuring
a swift and efficient process.

Connect with your Dedicated District Manager

Account Setup with POLARIS Laboratories
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1Ensure a seamless start by reaching out to your designated Lubriplate
representative, providing the names and emails of individuals at your
plant who wish to receive comprehensive sample results.

Secure Your Access – Generate Your User ID &
Password
Expect an invitation email for all provided emails, guiding
recipients to effortlessly sign in and generate their unique User
ID & Password, granting exclusive access to the program.

Obtain Specialized Oil Sample Bottles and Forms
For your convenience, contact your dedicated Lubriplate
representative to procure the necessary oil sample bottles and
forms, tailored to streamline the collection process.

Ensure optimum results by completing the steps and form thoroughly, providing specific details about
machine components, including brand, model, etc. Always include the Lubriplate product name for
accuracy. When pulling samples, ensure they represent the fluid flowing through the machine
component, avoiding immediate pulls from drains. For expert guidance, Lubriplate offers training on
proper oil sampling techniques and understanding the interpretation of results. Trust us for
comprehensive support throughout the oil analysis process.

www.lubriplate.com
800-733-4755
LubeXpert@lubriplate.com
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Rapid Results Delivered with Precision

Scan for instant access to our
District Manager Map

http://www.eoilreports.com/

